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           No.TEAM(North)/Association/Meeting/2016/4 Dated    22-07-2016 

To 

The General  Manager  ( North) 

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited, 

Rohini , Sector- 3 , Delhi.                         Dated 22/7/2016  

Subject :  Physical assault with Sh. B. B. Raizada , AGM ( Gen ) by the unscrupulous  elements in o/o GM(N) 

Sir , 

 We want to draw your kind attention towards the following: 

That today on 22/7/2016 at around 12 o’ clock , two employees namely Sh. Kamlesh  working as clerk in the 

office of   AGM (C) SKN  & Sh. Surinder  Babla working as clerk in  Sec -3 ,GM office Rohini along with their 

companions  .  They have caught  & hold  Sh.B.B.Raizada   at mezzanine floor  gallery in front of office of  Sh.P.K. 

Vats, AGM ( Sales ) from where he was going back to his office  and started  physically assault on him without 

any provocation / instigation. 

 Sh. B. B. Raizada has informed DGM (A) N  about the incident but the administration has not initiated 

any disciplinary  action against those  culprits. It is also pertinent to mention here that we have already written 

a letter of even no. Dated 1/7/2016 for granting meeting on various issues pertaining to the harassment of our 

members.  We have also given a reminder dated 11/7/2016 for the same but we have not heard any response 

from the administration  in this regard. 

 In view of the above,  we request your goodself to grant us an urgent meeting to resolve the volatile 

condition prevailing in North Area. 

 We are constrained  here to mention that if management fails to grant us meeting immediately failing 

which we will be left with no alternate to resort to Trade Union action without any further notice. 

Yours sincerely 

(Pradeep Kr. Gupta )  , 9013135900 

Area Secretary TEAM – North 

Copy to: 

1. Executive Director , MTNL , Delhi 

2. PGM (O), MTNL, Delhi 

3. General Secretary , TEAM, Delhi 

4. Circle Secretary , TEAM , Delhi 

http://team.org.in/

